From Nonsense to Suspense

What are you in the mood to read at the beginning of this summer?

For this month actually, for June. Maybe even, for this week. Distracting, fun, absorbing, suspense inducing, nonsense or maybe pro-sense?

You choose. It’s YOUR June and it’s YOUR read. 😊 What about one of these?

Crazy Rich Asians

This book is light, extravagant, opulent, over-the-top and entertaining.

If you need fluffy, silly fun, this book is YOURS!

Something in the Water

Well, I was sure it was gonna be a body. It’s not.

And, right away, I said, “DON’T touch it”!

But they did.

Go ahead and read what happened to them, cause they sure didn’t listen to me.
French Exit

Imagine an acerbic, aged, antagonistic “Holly Golightly”.
Phillip Seymour Hoffman as the lumpy, ineffectual, affable son.
The reincarnated villain/husband as the cat, Small Frank.
Running though and out of billions of dollars. Refusing to avert OR accept such a fate.
And that’s just where this novel begins.

Eleanor Oliphant is completely fine

Is she? Is she???
See, I really, really didn’t think she was. But Eleanor had no clue. And neither did anyone else in this book for quite a while.
Watch out for the IT guy. You’re gonna like him. A lot. 😊

All the titles Cyndi mentions, are available at campus libraries along with other fiction.
You’ll find all of Cyndi’s past reads on the library website.
https://library.georgiancollege.ca/about/library_news#s-lg-box-15910628
Cyndi logged 102 books on GoodReads last year.

The year before she read 150.

No laundry was done that year.